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Moving Towards Excellence, Equity and Access:  Priorities Generated from the Timeline 

Reflecting on the timeline, participants came up with the following priorities for delivering excellence, 

equity and access for all: 

Quality Education: 

 Get the whole community/leadership across sectors to focus on quality public education for all 

 Make quality of public education so good that parents don’t need to look at private options 

 Find resources/funding to support equity, access and excellence 

 Sustain and support democracy-establish a consensus that this is the purpose of public schools 

 Learn from diverse cultural groups how to educate and learn 

 Create a sire for our inclusive historical understandings: e.g. a National Park Service historical 

site and/or a Peoples’ movement Museum—on busing/desegregation or rotating exhibits 

 Address adultism—youth must be directly and meaningfully involved with every aspect of what 

their education looks like/is 

 Empower students and their parents will come 

 We need to hold people as we all grapple with the tensions of this learning 

 If we improve all schools for people here now, schools will be good for all in the future 

Community Development 

 Increase access to affordable housing where people want to live (class/race diversity) 

 Improve and maintain neighborhoods equally 

 Ensure mental, physical and safety needs—the community  needs to be healthy 
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Economic Development 

 Rethink economic development for all communities 

 Good jobs for everyone in the city for working class communities 

 Create a mindset on young people at mid-school level to learn how to create career/job options 

for themselves (entrepreneurship etc.) 

Anti –Oppression 

 Need to elect people who reflect the city 

 Change in thinking       talk about similarities and differences [less “we” vs “they” 

 Address systemic oppression as a theme 

 Ned to learn about/accept cultural/racial differences before we can talk together 

 Bring out the talk of structural racism and class 
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Participants then broke into Action Planning groups to discuss the above four priorities. Report backs on 

their discussions: 

Quality Education 

1. Reassignment plan is not sufficient to achieve quality 

2. Need to achieve consensus across constituencies about larger purpose of public education: to 

sustain and support democracy and the public good (define these) 

3. Involve students in process with leadership roles; create leadership training opportunities, and 

have student voting member of school committee 

4. What do we need to achieve having every student graduate with high schools diploma and skills 

and ability to take advantage of post secondary options? We must see this as a mutually 

accountable question. 

5. People need to speak up. Leaders need to not marginalize us and put impediments in our way 

To do: 

Get the whole community/leadership across sectors to focus on quality public education for all 

Recognize “adultism”, include young people, students 

Make quality of public education so good that parents don’t need to look at private options (then 

crossed out for some reason) 

Find resources/funding to support equity/access/excellence in public education. 

Sustain and support democracy. Establish a consensus that this is the purpose of public education 

Learn from other cultures how to educate/learn 

 

Community Development 

1. Increase access to quality, affordable housing where people want to live(class/race diversity 

2. Maintain and improve neighborhoods equally 

3. Ensure mental, physical health and safety: the community needs to be healthy 

Economic Development 

Rethink economic development for all communities 

Good jobs for everyone 

Support young people (middle school) to create job opportunities 

New Name: Economic Growth, Security and Sustainability 

1. Create a database people, agencies, etc. 

2. Mission Statement 

3. Concept/Elevator speech 

4. What’s in it for them? The people coming to the table. 
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Anti-Oppression 

1. Need to elect people who reflect [the diversity of] the city 

2. Change in thinking from “we” vs. “they” –talk about similarities and differences 

3. Address systemic oppression 

Next 12 Months 

Particularly encouraging people of color to vote 

Create a shared language and use of power analysis. Bringing people together within racial/ethnic 

group, create unity and cohesion 

BPS create a race equity committee composed of people within the BPS, parents, students, and 

community members to deconstruct the systemic oppression and make recommendations for change 

Request that a formal apology be made by city leadership for refusing to educate children equally 

Revive and support people of color with adequate funding to engage in actions to produce results and 

who is involved  

Community race equity committee )coalition) to address issues of race, access, and equity in the city 

(church, Community Change, , OISTE, GBIO, NAACP, business leaders, community members and other 

community groups, people who work for the city (urban planners) 

 

Additional notes: 

 Increase the amount of people of color who run for public office a all levels 

 Reaching out to the young people 

 Advertise and share the resources, through the electronic media 

 Recognize our allies and support them 

 Create a pool of funding for people of color 

 Source of information is different creating opportunities so that people who come from 

different backgrounds have a common understanding 

 “we create frames and messages that are inclusive, that emphasize the way we face similar 

challenges. 

 Creating support across diverse (culturally) is not mutually exclusive 

 Build common grand methods and strategies 

 Educating people that oppression still exists 

 Developing  common language. The terms can shut people off—the way we speak 

 Huge barrier, people think we are past race and oppression 

 Dialogues need to expand and deepen them. Community groups are monitoring pushed towards 

institutional change 

 Inside and outside: both together 
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 Common analysis that allies used, way to build dialogue and keep it going.-how the power is 

used 

 Superior system.  It’s a two-way process. Value and respecting. Not creating separately 

 Not in the intent but in the impact 

 Perspective are different. The whites deciding what they want, not in partnership—works 

together 

 Look for opportunities to teach about oppression in schools, home and the media 

 


